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Using Multimedia and Cooperative Learning for
Online Teaching of Signal Processing Techniques in

Communication Systems
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Abstract— The manuscript describes how the multimedia
technology and cooperative learning were used to teach an
online course, Signal Processing techniques in Communication
Systems (SP/CS). Students study online presentations enhanced
by multimedia animations and perception quizzes, discuss prob-
lems using an asynchronous conferencing system, and complete
cooperative laboratory simulations based on Matlab. A locally
designed course management system (CMS) provides access to
the online features of the course. A survey that assesses the
bene£ts of multimedia and cooperative support materials is also
included in the manuscript.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in the multimedia technology provide an oppor-
tunity to enhance learning in the university education. Several
university courses, [1]-[6], in the Electrical and Computer En-
gineering (ECE) curriculum have used multimedia to improve
the quality of learning for their students. A comprehensive
catalog of online educational programs is available at [7].
The manuscript presents an overview of the multimedia and
cooperative instructional material developed for an online
course, Signal Processing techniques in Communication Sys-
tems (SP/CS). We describe how SP/CS is organized and
delivered online using a locally developed course management
system (CMS).

A learning object is de£ned as an animation that uses
a combination of text, graphics, sound, and video pack-
aged together. The learning objects used in SP/CS include
multimedia animations and online quizzes. The multimedia
animations are designed using Macromedia Flash (MF) that
allows us to illustrate the details of the implementation of
important signal processing algorithms covered in the course.
Questionmark Perception (QP) is used to develop the online
quizzes. QP records the average scores achieved by the stu-
dents on different questions included in the online quiz. The
data is used to judge the students’ weaknesses, which are
then addressed in the face-to-face (F2F) sessions. Hundreds
of research studies on cooperative learning have established
that the introduction of structured, team-based activities has
a positive impact on the performance of the students. In the
delivery of SP/CS, we introduce a series of cooperative activi-
ties based on Mathworks Matlab. Since Matlab is available on
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most operating systems, the cooperative activities are easily
transportable across different computing platforms. To assess
the bene£ts of multimedia support material, we complete a
study comparing the overall scores of the students taking the
online version of the course with those of an earlier section
of students registered in an equivalent course taught using the
standard lecturing mode. Our study shows an improvement of
10% points in the scores of the students with access to the
multimedia instructional material.

The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2,
we describe the course management system (CMS), which
provides access to the online features of SP/CS. Section 3
presents the course outline for SP/CS, the delivery model
used in teaching SP/CS, and the list of cooperative activities
designed for the course. Section 4 includes a representative
collection of the learning objects while section 5 presents
the results of our comparative study and survey. Finally, in
section 6 we conclude the manuscript. The learning objects
and cooperative activities can either be accessed by visiting the
web document maintained at [8], or by downloading the pdf
£le of the manuscript maintained at the same web site. Words
underlined in the pdf document are URL’s to the multimedia
elements.

II. COURSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The support provided by the course management sys-
tem (CMS) is crucial to the successful delivery of the course.
After reviewing several commercially available systems, we
decided to built a web-based CMS with core functionality
written in XML/RPC, Dynamic HTML, and JavaScript. Spe-
cialized functions are provided by using a variety of com-
mercial products. For example, online conferencing is based
on FirstClass and WebBoard while online tests and quizzes
are designed using Questionmark Perception. Other notable
features of the CMS include:

− An entry page designed to support community building
by providing general announcements, a Java-based text
chat serving as a virtual cafe or hallway, and links to
the online conferences dealing with a variety of students’
concerns.

− A personal page (£g. 1) providing links to the student’s
calender, registered courses, emails, announcements, and
personal £le space on the server. Since the personal page
is personalized for each student, it is also referred to as
the i-space, in short for the “individualized space”.
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Fig. 1. The i-space provides access to the online features of SP/CS. It links the student to his schedule in the form of a calendar,
announcements made by the staff, and the syllabus pages of the registered courses.

− Links to the syllabus pages (£g. 2) of the registered
courses. The syllabus page for each course directs the
student to the learning objectives, presentations, online
conferences, assignments, cooperative activities, and ex-
ams for that course.

− A teams’ page for each course listing all class members
by teams. The teams’ page also provides access to the
team conferences.

− A navigation bar (shown at the top in £g. 1) is available
throughout the CMS.

The course developers and teaching staff were provided with
preformatted web page templates speci£c to the delivery model
selected for the course. They also received support from the
educational technology staff for the creation and licensing of
the learning objects and cooperative activities.

III. COURSE OVERVIEW

The objective of SP/CS is to develop a mathematical and
conceptual understanding of digital communication systems
from the information source through the transmitter, channel,
receiver, and the information sink. Emphasis is on signal
processing techniques used in source and channel coding,
modulation and demodulation, detection of signal in the pres-
ence of noise, and spread spectrum techniques. We developed
a course speci£cation document, [8], that describes the course
content of SP/CS in terms of its learning objectives, cooper-
ative projects, and multimedia learning objects. The course
outline, given below, is summarized from the speci£cation
document.

1) Review of Probability and Stochastic Processes.
2) Source Coding I: Lossless Codes (Huffman, Arithmetic,

and Dictionary Codes).
3) Source Coding II: Lossy Codes (Vector Quantization,

Predictive and Transform Coding).
4) Shannon Bounds, Sampling and Quantization (PCM).
5) Line Coding and Baseband Transmission: (PAM, PCM,

PWM, PPM, DPCM).

6) Binary Signal Detection and Matched Filtering.
7) Digital Bandpass Modulation and Demodulation

Schemes (PSK, FSK, ASK, and DPSK).
8) Error Performance Analysis of the M -ary schemes cov-

ered in (6).
9) Channel Coding I: Linear Block and Cyclic Codes.

10) Channel Coding II: Convolutional Codes.
11) Decoding Techniques for Convolutional Codes: Viterbi

Algorithm.
12) Application of Convolutional Codes to Compact Disc

(CD).
13) Synchronization Techniques.
14) Spread Spectrum (SS) Modulation: Direct Sequence and

Frequency Hopping SS.

The pre-requisites for SP/CS are Signals and Systems and a
basic understanding of Probability and Random Variables. The
text used in SP/CS is the Sklar text on Digital Communica-
tions, [9].
Delivery Model: A course delivery model is a combination of
logistical, technological, and pedagogical features. In addition
to other considerations, the delivery model has implications
for the scheduling of classrooms and laboratories, division of
roles among the teaching staff members, and the hardware
and network infrastructure needed for the course. To enable
scalability, the Department has developed a set of delivery
models consisting of appropriate combinations of the learning
methods and technologies. An expanded list of the delivery
models is included in [4]. SP/CS uses the Presentational
Cooperative (PC) model, which supplements a lecture with
web presentations designed to explain the material in the text
using interactive multimedia elements, such as animations and
streaming videos. Student review the relevant topics from the
text, study the online material designed for that week, and
attempt an online quiz before coming to a face-to-face (F2F)
session. The F2F session is held on the campus for a duration
of 1.5 hours per week. Although the F2F session is optional
but a majority of the students attended the session on a regular

http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/csd.pdf
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Fig. 2. Syllabus page for Module 2 of Signal Processing Techniques in Communication Systems (SP/CS). Each unit (1-4) is covered in a
week and includes online presentations enhanced with learning objects, assignments, Matlab projects, and perception quizzes.

basis.
Cooperative Learning: A second feature of the PC delivery
model is the weekly cooperative activity that augments the
theoretical concepts in SP/CS with simulations. The coop-
erative activities are completed in Matlab on a workstation
with standard multimedia hardware. Students complete the
activities in teams of 3 to 4 members either in the university
laboratory or in an off-campus environment. An asynchronous
online conference is made available to the offcampus students
to interact with their team. The cooperative activities in SP/CS
include the following projects.

1) Introduction to Matlab: Included as a review to Matlab
with some elementary exercises.

2) Computer Generation of Random Variables: Generate
random variables (RV) with any given distribution by
transforming independent, identically distributed (iid)
random variables with an uniform distribution on (0, 1).

3) Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM): Review con-
tinuous time analog modulation and demodulation tech-
niques with emphasis on QAM.

4) Quantization: Simulate uniform and nonuniform quan-
tizers using the Lloyd-Max algorithm.

5) Matched Filtering: Design optimum receivers for trans-
mitting binary information through a channel corrupted
with additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). Both
signal correlator and matched £lter implementations are
considered and error performance analysis is performed.

6) Phase Shift Keying (PSK): Monte-Carlo simulations of
an M -ary PSK communication system. Error perfor-
mance analysis is performed by plotting the symbol
error-rate versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for
additive White Gaussian noise (AWGN).

7) Frequency Shift Keying (FSK): Same as (6) but for
an M -ary FSK communication system. Performance is
measured for different values of M and compared with
the corresponding M -ary PSK communication system.

8) PSK Modulation with Convolutional Codes, [8]:

Monte-Carlo simulations for a binary communication
system that uses the convolutional coding scheme after
the PSK modulation. Quantify improvements over
the PSK modulation system and the FSK modulation
system, both implemented without the convolutional
codes, as in (6) and (7).

9) FSK Modulation with Convolutional Codes: Same as (8)
but with the FSK modulation scheme. Performance is
compared with the FSK modulation scheme without the
convolutional coding, (7), and with the PSK modulation
scheme with the convolutional coding, (8).

10) Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Communications
(DSSS), [8]: Demonstrate the effectiveness of DSSS in
suppressing jamming interference. Error performance
analysis is performed.

11) Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) Commu-
nications: Repeat (10) for FHSS and compare the two
systems (10) and (11) in terms of the symbol error-rates.

Feedback: To answer queries from the students, we use
moderated question and answer (Q&A) boards. Each team
working in a cooperative activity has access to a private
Q&A board for internal discussions within the team and a
public Q&A board for general discussions. The instructor
monitors the Q&A boards and answers important concerns and
questions. We also maintain a list of frequently asked questions
(FAQ’s), which can be explored by the learners, when needed.
Assignments: The assignments are accessed from the CMS.
The solutions to the assignments are made available on the
CMS after the students have submitted their solutions. We have
also implemented an online facility that provides a summary
of the overall score and the current standing of each student.
The facility allows the students to review their performance.

IV. LEARNING OBJECTS

Interactive multimedia enables the web presentations to be
dynamic and presents information in a nonlinear format that
is more attuned to the way a student thinks. A series of mul-
timedia animations, referred to as the learning objects, were

http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/project6v2.pdf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/project7.pdf
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of a Macromedia Flash animation illustrating the Lempel Ziv encoder.

developed to explain the intrinsic details of complex signal
processing algorithms. We found Macromedia Flash (MF) to
be an excellent software that allows stepwise analysis of each
algorithm. The student can go back and forth at his or her own
pace while studying a MF animation. Sample MF animations
included in the manuscript are:

− Discrete Time (DT) Convolution
− Lempel Ziv (LZ) Encoder
− Arithmetic Encoder
− Huffman code
− Continuous Time (CT) Convolution
− Lempel Ziv (LZ) Decoder
− Arithmetic Decoder
− Viterbi algorithm

A snapshot of the LZ animation is shown in £g. 3. Several
websites host similar java-based learning objects, [6], in Sig-
nals and Systems. Such learning objects were also accessed
by the students.
Latex to HTML Formula Translator: A major hiccup
in preparing technical presentations for the Web is the un-
availability of an appropriate software that presents complex
mathematical expressions in an intelligible manner. A Latex
to HTML formula translator was developed within the Depart-
ment. Mathematical expressions were £rst written in Latex and
then translated to HTML using the translator. In some cases,
additional effort was required to format the spacing and other
details in the HTML translated expressions. Similar converters
are now available as freeware, [5].
Perception Quiz: To ensure that the learners are studying the
material on time, we ask them to write a weekly online quiz
based on Questionmark Perception. The facility records the
performance of each learner and can be used to judge where
the “sticky spots” exist for the learners. These weaknesses
can then be addressed in the face-to-face sessions for the on-
campus students, or in the Q&A boards for the off-campus
students. An example of a perception quiz is available at [8].

V. EVALUATION OF THE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

In this section, we present a study and a survey to demon-
strate the improvement offered by the multimedia features of
SP/CS. A brief comparison with three existing online resources
developed for continuing education in signal processing is also
included at the end of the section.
Survey Results: The online course in SP/CS was offered in the
Fall semester of 2001. A total of twelve week-long modules
were developed, each emphasizing a subset of topics chosen
from the course outline included in section 3. To access the
bene£ts offered by the multimedia support material, we use
two methods of evaluation. The £rst method is based on a
questionnaire,[8], administered at the end of the course. The
information required for the assessment was collected by a set
of carefully drafted questions in the questionnaire. Anonymity
was maintained for the responses to prevent biased outcomes
and participation in the survey was kept voluntary. A total of
80 responses were collected during the survey. The second
method of evaluation is based on a statistical comparison
between the overall scores of two different sections of students
with and without access to the multimedia material. Both
studies were completed with full-time third year university
students. The results from the survey are included in £g. 4,
where the students’ responses are classi£ed in two categories:
“Useful” and “Not-Useful”. Students were asked to select the
“Useful” category if they felt that the interactive multimedia
support material enhanced the quality of the delivery of
the course and promoted better understanding of the course
material. In case the multimedia content did not promote better
understanding or failed to improve the quality of learning,
the students selected the “Not-Useful” option. Under each
category, the students’ responses were further classi£ed on
the basis of four different attributes included in £g. 4(b)
and £g. 4(c). The attributes in each category provide a more
in-depth understanding of the students’ perception of the
multimedia instructional material. Based on the effective rating

http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/ConvolutionSum_Final3.swf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/LiV_compressionN.swf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/arithmetic_coding2.swf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/huffman.swf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/ConvolutionIntegral_Final3.swf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/LiV_decompression.swf
http://www.cs.yorku.ca/~asif/spc/arithmetic_decoder.swf
http://perception.courses.techbc.ca/qm2/open.dll?NAME=anonymous&GROUP=undefined&SESSION=1130952084422389
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Not Useful

13% (11/80)

87%
(69/80)

  Improved Explanation

   Better Organization

   Stimulated Interest

Round−the−clock Access 41%

28%

11%

20%       Waste of Time

Reduced Interaction

        Distractive

 Lost Math. Insight 53%

21%

17%

9%

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Results from a survey demonstrating pedagogical improvements resulting from the use of the multimedia instructional material in
SP/CS. Subplot (a) compares the distributions of students, who rated the material as “Useful” or “Not-Useful”. The Useful category is
classi£ed into four subcategories or attributes, shown in subplot (b). The Not-Useful category is classi£ed into its four attributes shown in
subplot (c).

PC Delivery Lecturing Mode

F2F sessions 1.5 hours 3 hours
Cooperative Projects 2.82 hours Not Applicable
Assignments 2.64 hours 3.28 hours
Quizzes 0.5 hours Included in the F2F sessions
Text Reading 1.82 hours 3.89 hours
Multimedia Support Material 1.24 hours Not Applicable
Of£ce Hours Not Applicable 0.17 hours

Approximate Total 10.52 hours 10.34 hours

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE WEEKLY WORKLOAD OF THE STUDENTS TAUGHT WITH: (a) THE ONLINE PRESENTATIONAL

COOPERATIVE (PC) DELIVERY AND (b) THE STANDARD LECTURING MODE.

of 80%, the survey con£rms that the use of multimedia
based support material is an effective information medium for
reinforcing students’ attention and understanding. In students’
view, the multimedia content especially the learning objects
and perception quizzes enhanced the quality of the delivery
of SP/CS. Placing material online provided round-the-clock
accessibility and added ¤exibility to the schedule of the
students.

Our quantitative analysis compares the grades of the stu-
dents enrolled in SP/CS delivered using the PC model with
an earlier batch of students that used the conventional lec-
turing approach. Both sections used the Sklar text, [9], and
were taught by the same instructor. Similar grading schemes
were used to access the students’ performance in the two
sections. Table 1 provides a distribution of the average weekly
course work-load, estimated from surveys completed with
the two sections. Table 1 illustrates that the average course
work-load is roughly 10 to 10.5 hours every week and is
almost the same across the two sections. It is interesting to
note that the students with access to the online instructional
material spend less time on reading the text. It seems that
the multimedia animations helped the students understand the
dif£cult concepts and signal processing algorithms. Students
without multimedia access had to read the text more carefully.
Fig. 5 illustrates the spread of the cumulative percentile scores
achieved in the two sections using a box and wisker like plot,
where the shaded rectangles depict the spread of scores within
one standard deviation of the mean. The vertical lines within
the rectangles represent the mean scores. For convenience of
reference, we also include the mean, maximum, minimum,
and standard deviation of the scores in a table on the left

hand side of the plot. In terms of the mean score, there is
a 10% improvement in the performance of the section with
access to the multimedia instructional material. The maximum
and minimum values have also improved considerably. We
attribute the improvement to collaborative learning supported
by multimedia delivery.
Other Online Signal Processing Resources: We summarize
the results of a brief survey of similar online signal processing
resources at three leading universities: Rice University [5],
Arizona State University (ASU) [2], and Georgia Institute of
Technology [3]. The Connexions project at Rice University
uses a collaborative approach for the creation, organization
and dissemination of the course content. The course modules
are stored in a central repository that is accessed by the
students using the Roadmap navigational software. The Java
digital signal processing (J-DSP) project at ASU provides an
object oriented Java tool to enable online laboratories in the
system related areas of Communications, Image Processing,
and Controls. Georgia Tech’s distance education program
offers several short term online courses directed towards in-
dustry professionals interested in continuing education. There
are other resources at Georgia Tech that provide Java based
animations for signal processing algorithms. Each of the online
program has its own niché and advantages. Our approach is
focused towards the delivery of a one semester course in Signal
Processing techniques used in Communication Systems. Since
the audience is full-time university students, we take advantage
of both F2F and online pedagogies. Unline the Arizona’s State
J-DSP project and Georgia Tech’s Java tools, our learning
objects are based on Macromedia Flash (MF). While Java
related tools are useful in modeling a complete system, we
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Mode mean max min std
PC Delivery 73.1 93.2 50.2 10.7
Lecture 62.4 85.8 46.2 13.6

40 50 60 70 80 90

Lecture

Online 

c

Fig. 5. Comparison of percentage marks of students taught with lecturing and online modes. The table on the left contains the statistical
comparison while the £gure on the right is the box-wisker plot.

found it dif£cult to illustrate the internal working of an
algorithm using Java. On the other hand, MF allows stepwise
illustration of the algorithms and is therefore a valuable tool in
understanding such algorithms. In future, we anticipate close
collaboration between such online educational endeavors.

VI. SUMMARY

The manuscript describes how cooperative learning and
multimedia technology were integrated with the face-to-face
delivery of a junior level course covering Signal Processing
techniques used in Communication Systems (SP/CS). In our
study, the delivery of SP/CS was signi£cantly improved with
the cooperative projects and multimedia animations. The peda-
gogical multimedia content of SP/CS was particularly liked by
the students. Multimedia and cooperative instructional material
allowed for ef£cient and effective student learning. The lessons
learned in SP/CS have been applied towards the development
of a four years partially online Bachelors degree in Information
Technology at the Surrey campus, [4], of the Simon Fraser
University (SFU) in British Columbia, Canada.
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